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Australia's bestselling cookbook author returns with a sensational new book, Essentials to Brilliance - and a
TV series tie in. divinely flavoured salted caramel, chocolate, rosewater and pistachio, and raspberry
meringues for a stylish afternoon tea;Donna believes that, just like anything you want to be proficient at,
mastering the fundamentals is just how you build self-confidence. So, in this book, she's posting all her
favourite, tried and true recipes - think the perfect tender steak, golden roast chicken, crispy pork tummy,
her nan's sponge cake, not to mention the fudgiest brownies! or a silky soft and tangy lemon meringue pie
for a divine dessert for a social gathering.That is your ultimate guide to being brilliant in the kitchen!
Australia's most trusted and best-selling cookbook author, Donna Hay, really wants to consider you from
fundamentals to brilliance. Each simple recipe is followed by clever variations and simple flavour change-
ups, so one recipe becomes many and your repertoire naturally grows. Take Donna's 'no-fail meringue
combination' - once mastered, this fundamental recipe can be tweaked to end up being turned into the
perfect pavlova;Fundamentals to Brilliance is a luxurious hardback, featuring beautiful pictures and
featuring over 200 recipes. That is a reserve you will need to treasure forever.In 2011, Donna's 1st television
series - fast, new, basic - premiered on Way of living, garnering her a 2012 Astra award for Best New
Female Personality and continued to air in more than 17 countries worldwide. In 2016 , Donna is time for
Foxtel with a whole new eight part display, Basics to Brilliance, predicated on this book, that may go to air
in late May and become on do it again rotation as the book goes on sale.
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A Beautiful Cookbook I have several of Donna Hay's cookbooks in paperback. This and The New Classics
are the 1st hardback books I have bought. Donna Hay's books are some of the most beautifully
photographed cookbooks I've ever noticed. I'm a sucker for cookbooks and this is the best fresh one I've
come across. The photos are slick, the ingredients not really exotic, the food delish. Your cookbook
collection needs this book I have 3 Donna Hay cook books. Beautiful format and illustrations, simple
straightforward recipes.Most of Donna's make books have pictures. Total disclosure, I have an dependence
on cookbooks. I get them to cook from them. But I don't like cookbooks with odd substances and the more
images the better. This one is the best by far. This one is beautiful. Unless you enjoy cooking, you'll be
inspired to try. I highly recommend this cookbook if you are a foodie that likes to cook and maybe impress
your family as long as you're at it. Anything Donna Hay will be brilliant I loved the original format of
Donna’s cookbooks and had not been immediately deeply in love with that one. But ... Every recipe
includes a picture and it really teaches you how to cook.Donna Hay This is a beautiful cookbook with lovely
colorful pictures. A winner. A cookbook that'll cause you to want to get ready every dish. Each is beloved.
The recipes are not complicated and in the event that you enjoy cooking food, you use this book. Basic to
Brilliant... That is my favorite. The different applications in one basic recipe are a great way to show any
cook how easy it really is to be innovative in your kitchen. Recipes are doable with some with an increase of
of a challenge. I've a couple of her previous books.. It is very very clear and easy to follow. A true cook's
encyclopedia It's not basic, nonetheless it is brilliant! it grew on me to the point that I have already used it
many times. but it is brilliant! Her quality recipes are simple however delicious and healthful. A genuine
cook's encyclopedia. It is very crystal clear and easy to follow With the tv screen shows, it certainly
encourage to try recipes from this book. Brilliant I really like everything Donna Hay. Quality of the book
was of high standard.
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